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Many people continue to maintain links with deceased relatives or friends, often in surprisingly inventive ways: doing things the
deceased used to do while alive; finding some way to continue what the deceased had begun and which death interrupted; at times
asking the deceased for help; dreaming of loved ones or sensing their presence after death; remembering their existence through
gestures or photographs; commemorating them with rituals; and the like. The narratives of people who enact such experiences
reveal two interrelated concerns: on the one hand, to maintain the perplexity and indeterminacy that accompanies their experience
and, on the other, to preserve the vitality of their relationships with the deceased and render them alive and present in some way.
Beginning with a statement made by a spirit medium in Belgium, “The dead are people like everybody else,” I explore the ways in
which spiritist circles are able to create veritable therapeutic devices for those who attend seances when the deceased are summoned.
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“The dead are people like everybody else.” This asser-
tion came from Philippe, who has been a medium for
several years in the spiritist circle in the city where I live.
I attended numerous seances held by this group, most
often led by his mother, Michèle Willemsem, who is
also a medium. Philippe made his statement, “the dead
are people like everybody else,” during an interview
I conducted with both him and his mother. During
our long conversation, I asked them to explain the way
they communicatedwith the deceased:What did itmean
to hear, feel, or see in such cases?We discussed their his-
tory, especially Michelle’s, which was remarkably simi-
lar to those described by anthropologists who are in-
terested in the unusual challenges faced by mediums
elsewhere: the tests they undergo, the mortal dangers
they confront, their escapes from death, their abilities
to sense a presence, and their surprising dream premoni-
tions—circumstances befalling such individuals that they
nonetheless succeed in socializing and transforming into
their chosen destiny.

That was when Philippe said, “the dead are people
like everybody else.” In rereading this phrase inmy notes,
I remembered that I had already encountered similar
formulations elsewhere during my research. For in-

stance, I had read an op-ed piece in theNew York Times
entitled “Neanderthals are people, too” (Paabo 2014).
The author, Swedish geneticist Svante Paabo, Director
of the Department of Evolutionary Anthropology at
the Max Planck Institute in Leipzig and head of the
international project to sequence the Neanderthal ge-
nome, is firmly opposed to a suggestion made by an-
other geneticist, George Church, to clone a Neander-
thal. What surprised me was that Paabo opened his
article by invoking the memory of his grandfather, who
died in 1919 in the Spanish flu pandemic at the age of
thirty. His children and grandchildren never had a
chance to know him, Paabo notes. “He was a brilliant
mathematician, and, as a scientist myself, I feel curious
about what he was like. I take consolation from the fact
that he lives on in me; after all, a quarter of my genes
come from him.”

It seems as if, even when I try to get away from my
research topic, I immediately get caught up in it again.
This is often the case with the dead. Let me point out
that his grandfather’s role in the argument is not for-
tuitous. Paabo admits he is curious about what his an-
cestor was like, “but would I want to exhume his bones
and use the techniques we have developed to help create
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a ‘monozygous twin’ of him that would be born 95 years
after his death? Since my answer is clearly no, why
would it be different for a Neanderthal?” (2014: A25).
The dead are people, too—at least if it is a matter of
the human dead.

However, the nonhuman may also be subject to re-
definition and become people. During my research on
animals, it was once again in the New York Times that
that I stumbled across an illustration of this in an article
entitled “Dogs are people, too” (Berns 2013). This one
was written by a neuroscientist, Gregory Berns, who de-
scribes the work his research team is doing with dogs.
They want to learn what dogs think and perhaps, Berns
adds, what they think of us humans. Since dogs do not
speak, the team decided to explore their cognitive func-
tions by using brain-imaging techniques to reveal pos-
sible similarities. They discovered that the dog brain
functions in ways closely resembling that of humans.
Does this mean that dogs are people like us? Actually,
I do not believe that these cerebral resemblances are
what determines the possibility of this convergence but,
rather, the way in which they have been constructed.
When similarities are constructed in a laboratory, I have
learned that it is necessary to take into account the de-
vices used and their role in the emergence of such simi-
larities. And in fact, the device used by Berns and his
team is striking. They developed training courses for
volunteer dogs, during which the animals learn to stay
in the PET scanner (as if the machine were created for
them). I call them “volunteer dogs” because of certain
characteristics of the experimental procedure: the scien-
tists created an informed consent form, similar to those
that parents must sign when their children take part in
research studies. The form used in Berns’s project indi-
cates that participation must be “voluntary” and that the
dog has the right to leave the experiment if the owner
perceives that it wants to do so. And if the dog itself ex-
presses this wish, if it does not want to go into the ma-
chine, or if it demonstrates that it wants to leave it, it
is excused from participating further in the study.

In a splendid article, the anthropologists Aude Mi-
chelet and Charles Stépanoff (2016) argue that anthro-
pomorphism rendered us human and that our capacity
to impute motivations, perspectives, and emotions to
other species undoubtedly played a role in what is called
the “evolutionary success” of our species. On the other
hand, they point out, anthropomorphism has had com-
parable effects on what is anthropomorphized: because
they were treated by humans as their alter ego, “dogs

ended up resembling them” (2016: 45). Furthermore,
anthropomorphism plays an ample role in each of us
becoming a “person” within the human species, since
it is by treating human offspring as humans that they
become people like everybody else—that is, different
like anyone else. I would refer to this as the practice
of engendering, if I were Luc Boltanski (2004), or of in-
stauration, if I were Étienne Souriau (1939).

These three types of figures—the familiarized dead,
the rehumanized Neanderthal, and the anthropomor-
phized dogs—display a shared characteristic, which is
also the source of their difference, in being the object
of particular technical devices.1 I mentioned this in
the case of dogs by showing the effects of a particular
device on the construction of resemblance. We can also
see the deployment of technologies in studying Nean-
derthals, especially in recent archaeological and paleon-
tological projects that, because of search and decryption
techniques as well as those for genome sequencing im-
plemented by Paabo’s team, have questioned the image
of Neanderthals as thickset brutes, which I, like others,
suspect was what enabled the image of human excep-
tionalism to emerge and ensured that it would long be
unquestioned. The techniques used by mediums, for
their part, consist likewise of measures for reducing
distance, since their specific aim is to make the dead
become present. They are devices for summoning the
dead. But that’s not all. And it is with the refrain “that’s
not all,” a wonderful phrase scattered throughout the
works of Claude Lévi-Strauss, that I would like to make
the comments that follow.

But that’s not all. By acknowledging (or acting on
the knowledge) that the dead are people like everybody
else, it becomes possible to reduce distance or create
forms of proximity. But Philippe’s statement also sig-
nals something more. If he insists, with the comparison
“like everybody else,” on the familiarity of relations with
the dead—that is, that one can have relationships with
the dead that present the same characteristic of famil-
iarity that one can have with the living—at the same
time he is indicating that there are differences among
the dead, just like there are among the living. As an ex-
ample, Michelle told me that when people come to

1. The use of the term “device” (dispositif in French) under-
scores the analogy between experimental devices and
other techniques that, like experiments, display a config-
uration obeying a certain protocol, which simultaneously
produces knowledge and transformational effects.
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seances and ask to be put in contact with a particular
deceased person, “you never know who you may come
across”—using the same words that the anthropologist
Christophe Pons (2002) heard during his fieldwork in
Iceland. Moreover, this differentiation proves to be a re-
ciprocal one: we are also people for the dead, not only
because the dead who are present, as the mediums as-
sure us, address particular named people (sons, daugh-
ters, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, or friends) but
also because, significantly, the dead are attentive to the
personality of the medium. Thus, when I asked about the
sensory registers through which the mediums received
messages, Philippe confided to me, not without humor,

I could see that the spirits had studied pedagogy. We
know that to teach a class, we have to mobilize all the
sensory registers used by different students (such as vi-
sual learners, auditory learners, kinesthetic learners,
and so on), so the teacher must move, speak, write, and
so forth. In my case, I have an auditory tendency, so
that’s how messages usually come to me, while visual
messages work very poorly with me. The spirits make
an effort to provide the messages in the sensory register
of the medium through whom they speak.

The way Philippe formulated this explanation re-
veals a characteristic that all those who have worked
with mediums will recognize. The power of action gets
redistributed and, as a corollary, the person of the me-
dium is deliberately erased; it must withdraw in order
to allow him or her to be inhabited by another being,
whose will thereby replaces the medium’s. This erasure
is the condition for the success of the device used. It may
take various forms, as Maurice Bloch (1993), Giordana
Charuty (2002), and Christine Bergé (1990) have re-
marked, but all such forms suggest that mediums are
strangers to their productions, being nothingmore than
a channel, which validates the presence of a third party.
As an example, sometimes the medium does not under-
stand themessage that he or she is transmitting. I would
add that this operational mode conveys the task of in-
terpretation, and thus of thinking, to the client, which,
in my opinion, links this device to therapeutic models.
I will return to this point later.

The fact that the person who transmits the message
does not understand it is evidence of an especially suc-
cessful connection with a deceased person. The medi-
ums assert that this is even more true when the message
finds an anchor in reality. That is, after all, what the mes-
sage does: it looks for an anchor. It thus gives the person

it addresses the task of searching for this possible an-
chor, which means conducting an inquiry: What does
the deceased want to tell me? What does he or she want
from me? This involves an inquiry with a deceased per-
son. In other words, the message, which is waiting for
meaning, searching for a connection in reality, is an
enigma: it sets the recipient in motion and gives him
or her the task of thinking. This produces a certain type
of attention and another order of affect—especially if
the message does not immediately find an anchor and
take on meaning.

This is where, I believe, there is an essential therapeu-
tic dimension to the measures used by the mediums:
not in the possible conditions for success but in the pos-
sible success of their effects. This version of the story,
however, is mine. For the medium, the question of suc-
cess first involves establishing trust in the communi-
cation. Philippe told me, “The message is the most
convincing when we are as surprised as the others: on
certain occasions, the message takes such devious paths
that it does not receive its meaning until later when it
becomes a reality. It is reality that retroactively gives
the message its meaning.” Philippe narrated something
that once happened while he was transmitting a mes-
sage “with a great many banalities—which is the most
typical—such as ‘rest a while’ or ‘take care of yourself.’”
But at the end of this message, Philippe asked if any-
body had a problem with their car. Given their negative
replies, he told them, “I must transmit it. I don’t want to
make you worried, but if there’s something to it, think
carefully before starting your engine.”One or twoweeks
later, the couple returned to thank him: he had saved
the wife’s life. After hearing the message, they took their
car to be serviced by a mechanic; in the meantime, the
wife drove their pick-up truck. Then one day, her vehi-
cle was hit quite violently by another, but given the
height of the driver’s seat, she had no injuries. In a
car, however, the accident would have had much more
serious consequences; at the very least, she would have
been seriously injured. “This message made it possible,”
Philippe said, “through a series of coincidences, if we
think of them as coincidences, and coming after a string
of ordinary statements, for things to be changed.”

By leaving the question of coincidences open and
dismantling a chain of events that are random and open
to many possible reconstructions, Philippe is translating
into reality a dimension of these situations on which,
I think, we do not insist enough: the fact that not only
are they always marked by a strong indeterminacy but,
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above all, by an indeterminacy that the medium is well
aware of. Upon rereading this narrative, I understood
that the medium’s devices implement an ontology and
an epistemology of the relationship between truth and
reality with remarkable sophistication: it is reality that
lends meaning to the statement, that is, the real gives
truth to the statement. In other words, it is in the real that
the message seeks and sometimes finds the conditions
for its realization. According to William James, truth is
what happens to the statement; a statement in search
of truth participates in a reality in the process of becom-
ing ([1909] 2002: 2). And the bearer of the statement in
search of this truth actively contributes to the making of
reality in the process of becoming ([1909] 2002: 2–3;
[1911] 1948: 64). We are not in the realm of proofs but
of proving grounds; not of attestation, but of testing.
Because it indeed involves a test: a statement sends its
recipient in search of its realization. This is the hallmark
of the enigma. Only one answer to the enigma is possi-
ble for those who know how to embrace it: How should
I deal with this? This is the question I heard most often
in the stories told to me by people confronted with a
question from a deceased person. And this, it seems to
me, indicates that they understood that what awaited
them was enigmatic.

The enigma of the statement, as formulated by Phi-
lippe, admirably fulfills the felicitous conditions that
William James assigned to truth: in its quest to become
true, to be realized, a statement makes a contribution
by augmenting the real. And, even more remarkably,
this realization does not amount to a resolution, since
the indeterminacy it bears is still there, although trans-
formed, after it has been realized. Witness the perplex-
ity that accompanies it. To return to our story, should
we call it a series of coincidences? Would the accident
have occurred if the couple had kept their car? Reality
lends meaning to the statement—and I deliberately use
the word “lends” because it can always be given back
in order to continue the work of thinking—but it does
not exhaust the multiple meanings of the statement or
the meaning of their interrelations. “The characteristic
of an actively cultivated indeterminacy,” writes Isabelle
Stengers, “is to induce other indeterminations to reso-
nate with other modes of cultivation” ([2001] 2015: 44).
This is the distinctive mark of all the stories I was told
while I was conducting my inquiry, as well as those told
to me afterwards in response to the published results.

The young anthropologist Paul Sorrentino has recently
been researching the invention of a new possession ritual

in Vietnam (2018). As part of the ritual of àp vong,
people learn to receive the soul of a relative who disap-
peared and to let themselves be possessed by this soul,
allowing the deceased to express wishes that would not
have been fulfilled otherwise, to take care of the family,
to pass along news, and even to guide family members
in the search for the deceased’s body—something pre-
cious in a country long at war where many bodies
could not be found. In the closing lines of the acknowl-
edgments for his book, Sorrentino writes that some of
the passages were written in the hospital room where
“my father was preparing for a battle that, in the
end, he did not have time to fight” (2018: 11). He
continues:

In our last conversation, I told him that I had submit-
ted my manuscript and that the editorial work had be-
gun, the culmination of which is this book. As I was
writing it, I realized that it was possible to make the de-
ceased present by simply addressing them. So here it is,
it’s done. (2018: 11)

“So here it is, it’s done.” Beyond the fact that these
words moved me much more than I can express here,
they were echoed in the very last lines of the book’s
epilogue, where, in the face of a multiplicity of possible
but contradictory versions of the same story, one about
a man being possessed by his wife’s grandfather, Sor-
rentino concludes, “Ethnographic research, like the tests
of possession, never really comes to a close” (2018: 320).

It is not over because it is never over. Because this is
the stance Sorrentino took when confronted with the
question of the truth of possession by a deceased: Is
someone really possessed? Is it really the deceased? The
stance of learning, along with those who go through
the experience of possession, is not to bring the question
to a close with a univocal answer. It is better to seek a
stance that will best match the experiences that those
who engage in them find perplexing, a stance that will
honor the perplexity and intelligence it sets in motion, a
stance at the level of experience. Such a stance fits poorly
into the narrow binary categories of belief and over-
whelms those of criticism. The one that Sorrentino wisely
chose to adopt is based on conditions in an ecology of
practices (Stengers 2005) that make these experiences
possible, that is, based on the milieus they draw on to ex-
ist. Because the issue of truth can be poisonous in these
situations, especially, as Isabelle Stengers taught us, when
the question “Is it really?” is raised (2014: 154). And yet
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this question keeps on being asked, often in the mode of
“either/or,” which is a sign of our own stupidity: either
one says a person is “really possessed” or else all this is
nothing but a product of one’s own subjectivity. What
we must learn (and this is the lesson of the ecology of
practices she proposes) is to look for the pertinent regime
in which a statement or an act or an experience encoun-
ters the real and becomes true. We should treat the ques-
tion of truth as something precious, even more so than
do those who engage in the experience of possession.
Sorrentino says that those who become possessed “ap-
proach it with discernment and critical sense as well as
with the emotions and the expectations generated by
their biographical trajectories before their engagement
in an àp vong ritual” (2018: 33).

The anthropologist is thus invited to cultivate the same
hesitation and indeterminacy that so strongly mark these
situations. Thus, during his investigation, Sorrentino learns
to transform the impossibility of ever knowing “the final
word” on the matter (2018: 145) into what I would call
an “ethics of narratives.” Amor fati.

Do not look for the final word on the matter. The
ethics of narratives that I suggest is revealed in Sor-
rentino’s research in Vietnam also seems to have guided
the anthropologist Heonik Kwon in his intriguing in-
terpretation of ghosts in contemporary Vietnam (2008).
In theDaNang area, he says, when a host and guest reach
the end of a conversation, the guest is usually given a
glass of water from a well, which is said to be offered by
a spirit. This first glass of water is slightly salty. The next
ones, drawn from the same well, are not. Not everybody
is able to taste the salt in the water. Kwon is perplexed:
he admits that he has tasted the salt only on rare occa-
sions (2008: 104). How could well water have the taste
of seawater? Why do some people taste it and others do
not? “Is it my body or my soul that recognizes the salt?”
Kwon asks (2008: 105). And if one person recognizes it
and another does not, who is the one with a problem?
These questions do not require a solution, even if they
could be answered. This is their performative power.
Kwon acknowledges this when he admits that, in re-
sponse to the questions of whether the salt is in the water
or in themouth (to avoid saying “in themind”), if it is nor-
mal or not to taste it, if it is a problem if one can or cannot
do so, and how this strange phenomenon should be un-
derstood, he has no reasonable answer. Instead of an-
swers, he says, “the experience of phantom salt led me
to other events and stories, and my thirst for being able
to taste like others opened a way of understanding these

events and stories in a new light” (2008: 105). A proverb
that is often evoked in Vietnam says, “Ancestors ate too
much salt, descendants desire water” (2008: 105). This
proverb, which can be used in quite varied contexts, has
manymeanings. One of them is associated with this story:

True human desires . . . are not those of an isolated in-
dividual. It is the individual who feels the desire, whereas
the origin of the desire, like the spirit’s phantom salt,
may be with someone else, for it is in the presence of
this other that the water becomes salty. The desire to
remember, likewise, can be a desire that rises some-
where between the past and the present and something
that is shared between the remembering self and the
remembered other. (2008: 105)

Is it the dead who yearn to be remembered? Or are
we the ones who impute this desire to them? To not
have the last word is to respect what Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari ([1980] 1987) call an “assemblage,” a rela-
tionship of forces that holds an event together. The de-
sire to be remembered and the desire to remember “hold
together”; neither one precedes the other. To dismember
this assemblage and give an ontological priority either
to the imaginary of the living—as if their imaginary were
the real cause of the desire—or only to the will of the
dead would deprive the assemblage of all meaning.
Furthermore, it would strip this assemblage of what
Souriau referred to as the “brilliance of reality,” its par-
ticular ontological force, its “way of being” (1939: 10).

If I am revisiting this story as an example of the
ethics of narratives, it is because it attests to an agree-
ment to not have the last word. Furthermore, it demon-
strates a willingness to actively transform that agreement
into an obligation to follow through, to give a sequel—
an obligation to imagine, to think, to honor the refusal
of the story to come to a close.

“That’s not all.”Or, if I may repeat Eduardo Viveiros
de Castro’s apt phrase in response to that of Lévi-
Strauss: “That’s not all, because nothing is ever all there
is” (2008: 130). That’s not all, because Kwon accepts
the test of the enigma, which waits not for a resolution
but, on the contrary, for a continuation. The question
can be reformulated this way: How do I deal with this?
To deal with something is a form of comprehension,
in the sense of com 1 prehend, “to take with.” Compre-
hending thus involves taking the next step, giving a se-
quel—and here I turn towhatMathieu Potte-Bonneville,
inspired byWittgenstein, says about “comprehension”: if
someone asks you about the sequence of two, four, eight,
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sixteen, you show that you comprehend by proposing
thirty-two as the next number (Potte-Bonneville 1998;
see also France Culture 2015). You follow it up, give a se-
quel. And what characterizes the narratives told by the
dead is that they are never finished. On the contrary,
these narratives are a protest against what is presented as
finished. This is what seems to me to emerge from all the
stories I collected, whether in their form or in the sequels
they led to. A constant redistribution of perspectives and
powers of action takes place through these narratives as
techniques for re-convening the dead. In other words,
the narratives make them re-vive, come back to life.

In support of this hypothesis, I realized at a certain
point that the narratives I passed along, whether in
publications or lectures I gave during my research, had
the same effect. In early 2015, my research on the dead
was essentially over, or at least that was my intention.
I planned to turn to other beings that accompany the
living—why not birds? They also intrigued me, since
they use other modes that are equally promising for
making the earth and the heavens communicate with
each other. But apparently, the dead did not see things
this way. Not only were the dead making the living do
things—which had been the topic of my prior re-
search—but now some people’s dead were making other
people’s living do things. Thus, in the second week of
September, as I was preparing this lecture and reading
new materials I discovered after fieldwork, I received two
emails. One was from Bernard Féry, who told me that
when he read some of the stories I had shared, he re-
alized that his novel, La veuve du procureur (The pros-
ecutor’s widow) (2018), followed the intuition of many
people who feel obligated to dowhat the dead can no lon-
ger do. The other email was from Christophe Laurens,
who told me that he had lost his father the past summer.
He continued, “I thought of you by choosing some good
shoes for him to wear when he walks around in the after-
life.” Christophe also asked me if I had seen the docu-
mentary Carré 35 and reminded me that at one point, it
shows a magnificent funerary inscription that entrusts
the birds with the task of transmitting the thoughts of
the living to a little girl who died too soon.2 I did not

remember this inscription, but it reminded me of an
email I received at the end of 2015 from Jean-Christophe
Janin, who told me that a couple he was in touch with
had placed a mailbox on the grave of their deceased
daughter. After that, they regularly received messages
not only from people who loved Juliette but even from
strangers. So he concluded, “She’s still alive!” He added
that her mother had exclaimed, “It’s hard to raise a dead
child!”He commented, “Todescribe this action in lighter,
more positive terms, it may be better to think of ‘raising’
children as ‘restoring’ or ‘instaurating’ rather than ‘edu-
cating’ them.”

Jean-Christophe’s words are just—“just” in the sense
that they touch on this experience with great tact and
intelligence. As a reader of Souriau, I would also inter-
pret what these parents are doing as a kind of instaura-
tion: to raise their child, they instaurate or restore her
existence and promote her continued growth. They
make her persevere in being. This new existence, which
extends the one Juliette had begun, is demanding: it
requires care, inventiveness, and attention, thanks to
which she can flourish. With this mailbox, Juliette con-
tinues to live for others, even to exist for others whom
she did not know in her first life and who actively par-
ticipate in supporting the existence she now enjoys. She
receives a biographical supplement that enables her to
create new relationships or prolong old ones; in short,
it gives her the possibility of being present (also in the
sense of being conjugated in the present) and to con-
tinue to act in the lives of others.

But what these acts and the narratives that extend
them make us especially aware of is the need to keep
indeterminacy alive and active. To do this, they use an
array of techniques to perpetuate it. In other words,
they use what the clinician Magali Molinié, inspired by
Deleuze, describes as her approach to the bereaved, “to
go in the middle” (2006: 137). To go into the middle,
she says, is to approach the issue in a way that does
not lose sight of either the living or the dead; it is to learn
to follow them or meet them through what binds them,
what “holds them together.” This is what narratives do:
they protect the polyphony of various versions. To think
through themiddle, like people dowho create these nar-
ratives, also means not separating what they are won-
dering about—an experience, a being, a presence—from
the milieu it requires in order to exist. Such a narrative,
in this sense, constitutes one of the privileged ecological
niches—not the only one, but one of the possible niches.
There are various kinds of techniques that bring together

2. Carré 35 is Eric Caravaca’s autobiographical documentary,
produced in 2017. Between France andMorocco, the actor-
filmmaker tries to find the remains of his older sister,
Christine, who died at the age of three and of whom noth-
ing remains except “vault 35” in the Casablanca cemetery
where she was buried.
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the conditions for sustaining existence. There are acts
that feed stories and are fed by them: carefully choosing
shoes for the newly deceased; preparing a favorite meal
for a beloved wife on her birthday; writing letters ad-
dressed to an absent person; dedicating a work or con-
tinuing what the deceased started but could not com-
plete; welcoming their presence; or speaking, dreaming,
looking for signs, and from these experiences, construct-
ing their narratives with great care. Each time they are
put together, the narrator will use a little gem of lin-
guistic invention, something that keeps all possibilities
open, such as the ingenuity of the grammatical con-
struction “as if ”: “as if the deceased wanted to give me
a sign,” an apt way to sustain the perplexity that feeds an
experience.

This expression, “as if the deceased wanted to give
me a sign,” which comes up so often in one form or an-
other, lets the question of the deceased’s intention re-
main open and leaves intact the uncertainty about
whether the sign is an interpretation produced by the
recipient or whether it “really” emanates from the de-
ceased. Of course, there is also the use of metaphors,
even the invention of new meanings for words. Even
more overt is the technique of oscillating between two
contradictory versions: “Was it in my head, or was it
something else?” In this way, the narrative is kept alive
through the indeterminacy it actively perpetuates. The
danger it escapes is precisely that of coming to the final
word on a matter, the last word of a story. This is what
I learned to call “ontological tact.” It is the sort of tact
I find in the answer given by a young man named
Rachid to the question posed to him by one of my psy-
chology students, asking if he sometimes felt the pres-
ence of his younger brother, who had died in a motor-
cycle accident:

Yes, many times, through shadows, a sound, a dream.
And through objects that belonged to him. As soon
as I feel his presence, I first accept this presence and I
try to leave the doors andwindows open, or I even open
the curtains to let the light come in. I’m not scared or
stuff like that, I’m pretty passive and I try to just deal
with it.When I feel his presence, I even open the window
so he can go out if he wants. (Doutrelepont 2012: 54)

In this narrative, we feel a skillfully orchestrated gra-
dation of the distribution of what is called “agentivity”
or “agency,” which I translate, following Bruno Latour
(2005), as the power of action. First, there are some

shadows, a sound, a dream, objects that belonged to
the deceased, which simply evoke the deceased’s pres-
ence; then the light and the open curtains, which now
invoke his presence; and finally, the open window to
let him out if he wishes, suggesting a surprisingly so-
phisticated, tactful ritual that convokes the deceased.
Rachid creates a situation that will allow this desire to
exist, and such a desire gains autonomy insofar as the
convocation might not take place, or more precisely,
might be turned down.

But there was still another modality I had not taken
into account during my research, or which had strangely
escaped me: prolonging a story through the simplest
means by opening it up to others but this time in the
mode of fiction. This is a way of offering a biographical
supplement that the dead seem to ask for. For instance,
in the summer of 2016, a woman sent me an email in
which she said,

My mother Lore died more than a year ago, on May 7,
2015. While she was alive, she had expressed the wish
to be cremated, unlike my father, who was buried sev-
enteen years ago. My mother was a great traveler, hav-
ing worked in aviation from 1958 to 1970. In love with
the deserts, she had expressed several times in the past
the wish that her ashes be scattered in the desert.
Through our last exchanges, I realized that the ideal
desert for her ashes was the one in Namibia. So I de-
cided that would be the place, even though she did
not expressly make this request to me.

The Namib Desert and its orange sand had made an
impression on her, the last one she had discovered, a
month before the birth of her only grandchild. It is
the oldest desert in the world, “the most special one,”
in her words. Not to mention the various connections
with Namibia, a former German colony, which was
bound to seducemymother’s ambivalent and uprooted
personality, since she was born in Germany and then
expatriated to France. For me, last year, it was clear:
her final destination had to be that desert, and I had
to respond to this implicit request, which would be
her final trip. And through this one, it would make
me discover other horizons, other perspectives . . . to
ensure there would be a relay, a means of passing some-
thing along.

So in the summer of 2015, I began preparations to
visit Namibia with my family (my son and my partner)
and take her ashes there. Perhaps it would be more ac-
curate to say I got involved in an obstacle course. I ful-
filled all the required formalities and then some, ob-
taining all the necessary authorizations so that the
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transfer of the funeral urn would occur without any
problems. Then I waited for our departure date. The
wait was long, since I had emotionally invested an
enormous amount in this trip. When we were in Na-
mibia at last (the end? well, no), the car we rented
was burglarized on the second day of our trip. Our
bags were in the trunk of our rental car parked down-
town. Among the stolen luggage was the urn contain-
ing my mother’s ashes! It was on June 7, 2016, thirteen
months to the day after she exhaled her last breath. She
had literally “taken off,” but alas, not in the sense I ex-
pected. Alas for whom? For her? For me? After the
shock and emotional collapse caused by this surreal
misadventure, I am now looking for some kind of mean-
ing to give this story. It sounds like something made
up, more fitting for a scene in a movie. But there’s ab-
solutely nothing made up about it. In fact, it touches
something essential and profound within me. I can per-
ceive it even if I haven’t managed to take a real step
back from the event yet. Of course, I know of some
paths to take for reflecting on what happened, a few con-
victions and intuitions, but I still get extremely upset
sometimes when I think of this theft. I filed a com-
plaint where it happened, but the Namibian police
have not found anything yet, and as far as I know,
the tour operator made some appeals on the radio
and through social media. I must now submit a report
to the Quai d’Orsay in case the urn is found in the
future, due to legislation concerning the protection
of corpses! In fact, I felt dispossessed: my goal was
not achieved, I did not follow this intimate and per-
sonal project to its end. . . . My mother certainly landed
on Namibian soil, but where are her ashes today? . . .
Having left Namibia with regrets (a euphemism), I keep
wondering: Did I spoil my mother’s wishes, or, on the
contrary, did she escape to gain a form of freedom
once and for all? She defined herself at the end of
her life as “a migratory bird.” . . . Has she invited
me, for my part, to let go?

I must admit that I found this idea of an escape so
lovely that I addressed it in my email reply to her. What
I described as “a magnificent posthumous escape” also
struck me, in her idea of an invitation to let go, as a les-
son in freedom. The last wishes of the dying, we often
forget, must be followed up. This is one of the possible
meanings of what we call inheriting—perhaps we should
actually talk about the deceased’s “penultimate wishes,”
while the survivors are responsible for heeding the final
ones. This woman emailed me again shortly after she
had enrolled in a writing workshop, this time ready to
follow through in the mode of fiction and to offer her

mother what Souriau might have considered to be a step
forward in her existence. The theft was thus not the last
word.

The story of Lore, the deceased traveler, finds a
certain echo in the intriguing research conducted by
Arnaud Esquerre (2011) on the circulation of the ashes
of the dead. In fact, because of the theft, Lore’s ashes
benefited from a freedom that French law has restricted
since 2008, as evidenced in her daughter’s administra-
tive difficulties in preparing for the trip and the need
to inform the Quai d’Orsay after the theft. Less than
ten years earlier, she would have been spared all that
red tape. Indeed, Esquerre explains that between 1976
and 2008, as cremation became more common and
few laws regulated the practice, the ashes of thousands
of deceased persons circulated freely among the living
throughout the country. This has also led Grégory
Delaplace (2015) to emphasize that the place of the dead
should be articulated less in terms of sites than in terms
of trajectories. Evenmore surprising, Esquerre’s inquiry
reveals the strange complex of ideas that led to changes
in the law. I would like to focus on two of the arguments
that legislators made.

To introduce the first one, let me return for a mo-
ment to the comparison I opened with, that all these
problematic beings were said to be people like everyone
else. For lack of time, I will leave aside the dogs to recall
the Neanderthals whom Svante Paabo wants to protect
from a proposal for cloning. As he wraps up his argu-
ment, Paabo refers to his grandfather in parallel to the
Neanderthals and concludes by saying, “Let them rest
in peace” (2014: A25). This is a recurrent appeal that
can be found, for instance, at the end of the First World
War, as historian Jay Winter (1995) points out, when
politicians would invoke the dead in their speeches to
restore social order, making them hostages in conflicts
in which they were complete outsiders. This angered
many soldiers, including the poet Marc de Larreguy,
who asked, in the name of dead comrades he would
join soon afterward, “Don’t they have the right that the
passer-by . . . Lets them finally to decay in tranquillity?”
(Larreguy, in Winter 1995: 207). Shouldn’t we let the
dead rest tranquilly, to paraphrase the title of one of
Pascal Boyer’s articles (2016)? Or again, in Emmanuel
Berl’s superb phrasing, “If we believe that the dead sur-
vive, how can we believe that they are doing nothing,
that they have nothing to do, that we never disturb
them?” ([1956] 1995: 80). To return to Esquerre’s in-
quiry, the argument over the tranquility of the dead,
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which may seem surprising at the beginning of the
twenty-first century, was apparently still capable of con-
vincing legislators of the need to regulate their circula-
tion. The party’s over. Or, to use the formulation used
by a rapporteur of the French National Assembly, “the
principle of the peace of the dead requires . . . that the
chosen burial site be stable” (quoted in Esquerre 2011:
79). The legal challenge, in fact, is to identify the places
where the dead are buried, to immobilize them, and to
make them accessible to everyone.

The second argument made by legislators is rather
strangely associated with the first, since it draws on the
source of a widespread psychological doxa and is similar
towhatmight be called the “new regime ofmourning ob-
ligations.” Indeed, the possibility of the ashes being ap-
propriated or disappearing, according to one legislator
(and to many who have taken a stand on this issue, in-
cluding church representatives), threatens the ability of
the bereaved to do the work of mourning. We may thus
conclude, along with Esquerre as well as with the sociol-
ogist Dominique Memmi (2014), that the stakes at issue
end up being the protection of the psychological well-
being of the living.

I will not go over what the psychoanalyst JeanAllouch
(1997), the psychologist Magali Molinié (2006), and
some others denounce as the absurdity of this “work
of mourning,” which evokes for the umpteenth time
an attempt to domesticate psyches. There is an appar-
ent incongruity between attributing a desire to the
dead to be left in peace and, at the same time, invoking
a theoretical system that asserts that when the dead are
dead, they are dead and therefore cannot desire any-
thing more. Nevertheless, it is perhaps not so incon-
gruous if we consider that these two directives, in the
final analysis, recall the same attitude: that of clearly
wanting to maintain the separation of the living and
the dead. If leaving them in peace means letting them
be dead, and if the work of mourning, as an obligation,
entails the directive to separate from them, the argu-
ments end up coming under the same rule of sociality
for both the dead and the living. This seems all the
more plausible when we consider the theory of mourn-
ing as evidence of the state’s willingness to take re-
sponsibility for the separation order to protect the psy-
ches of its citizens. One of the arguments presented in
favor of making the deceased’s ashes accessible to all
was based on a series of unfortunate anecdotes, such
as the case of a man who kept the ashes of his first wife
at home, leading the second wife to file for divorce, or

the child who was required to greet the ashes of his de-
ceased little brother every morning.

We might expect that in spiritist circles, whose prac-
tices are entirely the opposite of the theory of mourn-
ing, the question of the tranquility of the dead is not
asked since, far from favoring separation, their practices
never cease creating contacts. Nevertheless, an analysis
of their seances seems to reveal, on the contrary, thatme-
diums are concerned over the fact that the living can at
times hinder the fate of their deceased relatives. These
seances, at least in the circle I regularly visited for my re-
search, are collective, organized twice a week in a room
that usually holds about thirty people. At the entrance,
the participants may, if they wish, leave a photograph
of the deceased person with whom they would like to
get in contact, which is then given to the two mediums
who are officiating. This does not prevent the untimely
visits of dead who are not summonedwith a photograph.
This is often the case, whether for regulars, whom the
mediums get to know quite well, or for people who are
just passing through. I will mention two situations, al-
thoughmany others could be interpreted in similar terms,
when it became clear to me that the work of Michèle
and Philippe consisted of unraveling links that were too
tightly or badly woven, which they performed for the
sake of the well-being of the dead.

In the first, Michèle addressed a man in his forties
with a reproachful tone. “Your wife is there,” she said.
She’s not well. It seems that you are wallowing in un-
happiness.” He exclaimed, “Me, wallowing in unhap-
piness?! She sure has some good lines!” Everybody
laughed. Michèle continued, “But you’re making your
wife unhappy, she feels guilty. You can’t blame the dead.
It’s not their fault for departing; it was their time, there’s
nothing we can do about it. And your wife feels guilty
because you blame her.” This exchange reveals a subtle
inflection of the theory of mourning. And this inflection
radically reverses the relationship between these two
people. It is not a question of detaching oneself from
the departed in order to reinvest in other objects, to “get
free from their hold,” as some say. It is, rather, the de-
ceased who asks to be freed. If this inversion makes it
seem like the fate of the dead is the central concern of
the mediums, we cannot help but notice that what is
also at stake here, which the medium foils, is the diffi-
culty a living person has in making the decision, one
that seems impossible, to send the dead back to a form
of nonexistence by getting rid of their grief. The sur-
vivors’ grief testifies to the fact that the deceased once
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existed; hence their grief perpetuates the existence of
the dead. The stroke of genius of this particular measure
is that if the order comes from the deceased, if the ob-
ligation to reconnect with life emanates from the de-
parted as a necessity, the survivors will be able to hear
it. This leads me to say once again that the spiritist’s
technique is a therapeutic device.

The other situation concerned a young man who
camewith a photograph of a friend of his who had killed
himself a few months earlier. With great tact, Philippe
first told the young man that he could not be in contact
with his friend because he was not doing well, and that
other beings would respond in his stead. He then said,
“I am presented with someone who was very optimistic,
who had a somewhat naïve vision, but gradually some-
thing happened: he went from one disillusionment to
another until there was nothing interesting or beautiful
left. Already, during his lifetime, he had begun to isolate
himself. Do you remember him when he was still doing
well?”The youngman answered yes. Philippe continued,

If you think of him when he was still doing well, this
could help him to disengage. It’s like he’s wrapped
up inside a cocoon, the other entities are telling me.
He was someone who was very kind, hypersensitive.
He expected the world to be like him. The issue was
really the disillusionments that accumulated. It’s not
even a matter of guilt, he’s not there yet. When people
remember him, they think of his end—and that im-
mobilizes him even more. What’s needed from you
is an active approach to see him happy and smiling.
It’s necessary and useful to send him positive thoughts
and visualize him as happy and joyous. If you felt com-
pelled to bring his photo, it’s because there’s some-
thing you can do for him. You should come back with
his photo a while from now.

The clairvoyant’s description was right (I knew both
the young man and his friend), or rather—leaving aside
what we know, which places us in a regime of truth that
is perhaps not the most adequate in this framework—
let’s say the description had the right touch. Because
the question is not whether what he says is true or not
but, rather, to understand what his statement touches
on and what its effects are. It makes sense, it becomes
true, it reconstructs the story in a way that now has a
connection to reality. What could not be done before
can now be done. This statement puts the youngmourner
in a different position in relation to the departed; above
all, it transforms the regime of action and emotions

through the same action: it makes him move from a re-
gime of passivity to one of activity, from grief to joy.
The survivor, now moved and engaged, leaves with a re-
sponsibility: to actively reconstruct the past in order to
openup other possibilities in the future. To act and trans-
form ways of being, not retrospectively but retroactively.

My take on the situation would certainly not be the
one clairvoyants would use to explain their practice,
which obviously raises the question of fidelity and inter-
pretation. Sorrentino encountered a similar problem
among the Vietnamese researchers working at the Hu-
man Potential Research Center in Hanoi, who strove
to show the veracity of the competencies utilized in pos-
session. Despite sharing their interest in this, Sorrentino
found that the researchers were reluctant to accept his
idea that their very activities might have contributed to
the development of the possession practices (2018: 155,
note 19). It is understandable that they would be con-
cerned that this constructivist readingmight run counter
to the regime of evidence guiding their work, since this
regime requires the authenticity of the mechanisms of
possession, an authenticity that would be irremediably
tainted with suspicion if the belief spread that the re-
search itself were causing the phenomenon and that
the researchers were promoting it through the very fact
of studying it. But Sorrentino could not adhere to this re-
gime of evidence, since that would oblige him to accept a
scientific definition of the truth: nothing really exists ex-
cept what exists “in itself.” The constructivist approach
he chose—accepting that the research work was part of
the phenomenon observed by the investigators—al-
lowed him to eschew giving a definitive answer about
the exact nature of what he was studying and to avoid
the anathema of choosing between “it is a construct”
and “it is real.” As we know from Bruno Latour (e.g.,
Latour and Woolgar [1979] 1986), once we get rid of
the scientific definition of the sciences, the phenomenon
is all the more real because it is, in fact, well constructed.
It is thus up to the investigator to study how it is con-
structed and especially how it takes hold. But the prob-
lem of truth or authenticity is not an abstract problem
for the Vietnamese researchers: their research center has
had to face numerous difficulties in obtaining authori-
zation from the state and offering a legal framework for
the researchers to conduct their work, ensuring it does
not come under laws against superstitions (Sorrentino
2018: 157). How does the anthropologist avoid exposing
the Vietnamese researchers to danger while at the same
time enabling him to meet the requirements of his own
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practice? This is where the anthropologist probably finds
himself in a position similar to that of diplomats, as de-
scribed by Stengers ([2003] 2011; 2006): the diplomats
must learn to think with “others,” all the while knowing
they have to go back to their own people. This is far from
the last word.

But don’t worry, as far as this lecture is concerned,
we’re almost at the end. Going back to Michèle and
Philippe and the difficulty that may be posed by under-
standing the work of mediums as therapeutic work, I
would be remiss if I did not turn for help to the works
of Jeanne Favret-Saada, which have been an extraordi-
nary resource for many of us. The anthropologist Jérémy
Damian (2014: 528) reports that when Favret-Saada re-
turned to the Bocage in western France after a few de-
cades to study “unbewitching” once again, she chose to
present it as a “therapeutic device” for curing and to
portray the “unwitchers” as “therapists” (Favret-Saada
2009).3 She expresses the hope, Damian notes, that

such a proposition will not be received in the sense
that would seem, on the surface, to be the most obvi-
ous: that unwitchers are satisfied to finally be recog-
nized as true and effective therapists. She explains that
it is more a matter of “real” therapists—those who usu-
ally present themselves as such—becoming more in-
clined to accept unwitchers into their midst rather
than the unwitchers recognizing themselves as belong-
ing to the circle of therapists. (Damian 2014: 529)

Damian raises this issue when discussing his own field-
work among practitioners of dance improvisation. He
suggests that what could have been experienced as a be-
trayal for the unwitchers turns out to be, in my terms, a
fair compromise. Indeed, Favret-Saada deliberately chose
not to take the analytical step of bifurcating the real be-
tween, on the one hand, appearances, illusions, subjec-
tivity, or projections, and on the another, a “true” reality
to which the analytical researcher alone would have
access. Nor does she refer, except occasionally, to a sym-
bolic interpretation of sorcery, which would be the
“acceptable” alternative in the usual anthropological par-
lance. Moreover, she notes that references to the sym-
bolic are most easily invoked when the observer is con-
fronted with statements that he or she considers to be

false (Favret-Saada 2009: 149). She thus offers a prag-
matic anchor in reality for understanding what unbe-
witching “does” and what it allows people to do. If she de-
cided not to use the same interpretive framework as the
unbewitchers, writes Damian, “it is because it allows her
to avoid confining the efficacy of the practices to the alter-
native between ‘believing’ versus ‘not believing’ in them.
Without expressing any judgment, without discrediting
any experience, she populates the world with an addi-
tional interesting practice” (Damian 2014: 529). Damian
recalls the task that Viveiros de Castro ([2009] 2014:
196) assigns to anthropology: “If there is something that
de jure belongs to anthropology, it is not the task of ex-
plaining the world of the other but that of multiplying
our world.”

The question of the divergence in approaches poses
yet another problem for me, since, in the final analysis,
my practico-theoretical approach is much closer to that
of the mediums than the practice of unbewitching is to
those of conventional therapies. Philippe and Michèle
know that by helping the dead, they are helping the liv-
ing. And they know that it is essential to help the living
take care of the dead. The interpretation I propose is ac-
tually very similar in appearance to theirs, except that
mine radically inverts the perspective. It shifts the focus
from the dead to the living, not to deny the possible in-
volvement of the dead but because I must concede that
my knowledge stops there. I am unable to say whether
the mediums help the dead or whether the dead take
an interest in these stories. But I am able to see and to
be sensitive to the fact that what mediums offer not only
helps the survivors—which is not a negligible accom-
plishment—but is also fascinating. And the world they
help bring into existence and in which they work is well
populated. Viveiros de Castro also said that anthropology
studies variations in what matters to others. Michèle and
Philippe make more beings matter for whom the living
matter. That’s not all. But it already matters a lot.
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